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The Turn of Events; Bringing Business Events Back 
Perth Panel Transcript 

Wednesday, 16 September 2020 

Introduction: 

Thank-you Gareth– and thank-you to all our plenary speakers for such insightful learnings into how we can bring 
business events back in Australia.   

My name is Jessica Ferguson, Business Development Manager at Arinex, and I will be facilitating the Perth panel 
today. 

Today, we have an amazing panel on the future of business events in Australia, specifically focussing on COVIDSafe 
plans from some of our partners and suppliers.  

First on the panel we have Gareth Martin, who really requires no introduction. 

Next on the panel we have Nigel Keen. Nigel was appointed to General Manager of the Perth Convention and 
Exhibition Centre (PCEC) in 2012 to proactively lead, shape and grow the executive team across all business 
activities, engage and maintain key stakeholder relationships with State Government Agencies and industry while 
keeping abreast of the latest trends and developments on the National and International stage. Nigel sits on the 
board of directors for BE Perth and Exhibition & Events Association of Australasia. 

Richard Pyett, BDM for Perth Expo, Richard has more than twenty years’ experience in the exhibition industry both as 
an organiser and supplier. He has an intimate knowledge of all the requirements to execute a successful event and a 
great appreciation of the challenges of getting new events up and running. 
 
Next, we have Rob Weeden. As General Manager of Perth’s largest hotel, Pan Pacific Rob is privileged to lead the city’s 
most dynamic team in creating a little magic for all stakeholders including their guests, owners and colleagues. 

Rob is an experienced senior executive with 25 years in the tourism and hospitality industry. His executive career has 
focused on hotel operations, marketing, development and strategic functions both in Australia and internationally. His 
board experience includes a leading Queensland regional tourism bureau, and here in Western Australia business events 
and vocational training organisations. 
 
Daniel Watters is the Partner for AVPartners Crown Perth, where he leads a team to deliver creative audio-visual 
solutions for meetings, conferences, and other events at the popular Perth venue. With twenty years of experience in 
the industry, Daniel has extensive expertise in crafting and delivering world class events. The challenges of 2020 have 
motivated Daniel and his team to transform their existing knowledge and skills of audio-visual technology in new and 
innovative ways. 
 
Scott Alderson, Director of Sales at Crown Hotels Perth, started his hospitality career as a banquet waiter in 1997. He 
has worked through roles in operations, convention sales, weddings sales, business development and corporate sales 
with the Hyatt, InterContinental and Mantra Group chains across New Zealand and Australia. He moved to Perth in 2009 
and has been Director of Sales for Crown Perth since 2017. He oversees the contracting and selling strategies for all 
three Crown hotels in Perth, as well as the Events and Conference spaces, for which Crown Perth was named Best 
Business Event Venue in the 2018 State Tourism Awards, and finalist in the Qantas Tourism Awards. He is a Board 
member to both the Destination Perth and ATEC Boards, and a mentor for the ATEC ELITE program. 
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Questions and Answers: 

So, let’s shoot some questions over to our panel; 

Gareth – how has BE Perth’s approach to bringing business events to WA changed based on border restrictions?  

BE Perth team continue to focus on identifying and pursuing national and international conference bidding 
opportunities for WA to secure a pipeline of events for the State. 

In July 2020, WA was announced as the destination to host the World Conference on the Biology of Marine Mammals 
in 2023, an example of the long lead-time for large international conferences and that future destination decisions are 
still being made. 

Do you have any specific campaigns or activities aimed toward bringing business events back?  

Personal Interactive Email which collates all Western Australia’s hotels, venues and function spaces, experiences for 
conference and event organisers, to generate interest around the significant new infrastructure in Perth.  

https://marketforce.digitalpigeon.com/msg/l9O2gPPrEequFAb4tvG4vQ/wKFPVmbCzOJu77A4DvnTuA 

Event Here Now campaign to be launched mid-October 2020 to further promote the state-based funding for the local 
business events industry.  

https://www.businesseventsperth.com/newsroom/post/event-here-this-year-new-funding-support-for-was-business-
events/  

Scott – the Crown Perth has hosted several events since restrictions eased for WA, as well as being host to the AFL high 
performance centre! What COVID procedures did Crown Perth implement for this? 

The WA state govt guidelines for spacing for seating and social distancing were easy and clear to follow which made the 
implementation for venue policy easy. Ultimately the major change was increasing the utilised venue space for events 
to accommodate the 2sqm rule. 

Nigel – how are you managing events in the PCEC with the latest – and future – changes in government guidelines? What 
kind of maximum capacity are we looking at under current restrictions? 

PCEC are reviewing client requirements and offering more space to adhere to restrictions so more events are using the 
largest venue spaces and foyers. PCEC capacity under current guidelines is 1,250 pax in the Riverside Theatre.  

To ensure we’re meeting standards, it really is a case of more detailed operational planning and having more venue 
staff on the floor ensuring guidelines are met, and the venue is working closely with event organisers to assist in 
absorbing these additional labour costs.  

Rob – What new legacies and opportunities have Pan Pacific implemented since the Pandemic to optimise their guest 
experience while maintaining their safety and comfort?  

The Pan Pacific has had a high focus on new opportunities and giving back to the community since the beginning of 
COVID-19 including: 

• Bobby’s BBQ Food Truck fundraising for Ruah Community Services with the goal to donate a new house every 
year. 

• Opening hotel rooms up for homeless people under the Homeless with Heart initiative. 
• New Ten Acre Block vegan restaurant opening has been really successful. 
• We’ve finally ditched the breakfast buffet! Moving to larger seating area and a la carte style of service. 

https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/gVhvCOMxQpc4wJEIE0zoV?domain=marketforce.digitalpigeon.com
https://www.businesseventsperth.com/newsroom/post/event-here-this-year-new-funding-support-for-was-business-events/
https://www.businesseventsperth.com/newsroom/post/event-here-this-year-new-funding-support-for-was-business-events/
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Dan – how have COVID-safe guidelines impacted AV requirements for business events? 

More focus on virtual and hybrid events. Hybrid events are something we’ve always done 
but has increased in popularity for those who cannot physically attend events. We still use 
all the same equipment and doing what we’ve always done, but there has to be another element available now.  

Richard – What advice or assistance can you offer exhibition organisers and exhibitors based in eastern states that are 
planning events in WA that are concerned about borders re-opening? 

Just because the borders are still closed, if your event has enough WA relevant content – exhibitors and visitors – don’t 
let the borders be an issue for you to not have your event. There are enough people in WA that can support event 
managers based in other states that can provide support with onsite operational event management services such as 
ticketing or maintaining exhibitor relationships. 

Dan – what are your 3 tops tips for people planning hybrid / virtual events? 

1. Back up, back up, back up. Only ever use a cabled internet line as it is most secure but also have WIFI or possibly 
5G as a backup, as issues do happen and it is usually the internet so you need that security there. 

2. If you are prepared to pay for flights and accommodation for a keynote speaker at a conference, when it comes 
to hybrid or virtual event, it is not different. Don’t rely on the speakers’ home internet or computer, as they’re 
not built for this purpose, get them into a suite or studio. There’s plenty around Australia and the world that AV 
companies are operating and they’re ready to go. They have all the equipment, technicians and back-up ready 
to facilitate this. 

3. Make sure you speak to your AV provider or your PCO on exactly what you are trying to achieve to ensure you 
choose the right platform for your virtual or hybrid event needs. Each platform has a point of difference and 
specific features that need to be selected to best suit your requirements. 

Scott and Nigel - what changes are your venues making in your contractual agreements and terms and conditions for 
business events and accommodation? What are you offering clients who may be a little wary to build their confidence in 
moving forward with events? 

Scott - Crown Perth’s cancellation terms are now more flexible and allow for date changes up to 14 days out. The 
important message is that if the event cannot proceed under government restrictions, we can postpone, but choose to 
postpone rather than cancel. There has been some fear around committing to dates and holding events, and particularly 
a wave of ‘postponement 2.0’ when Melbourne returned to lock down. While some fear is justified, there comes a point 
where events have to go ahead. The WA community are attending football matches, shopping malls and the Casino – 
the public are ready to attend events. 

Nigel – For the PCEC at the beginning of COVID-19 there were a lot moving parts and the management team worked 
hard to put a plan in place and have been working to be as flexible and supportive as possible with event organisers 
around holding or postponing events. 

Gareth- are you developing any strategies for future-proofing business events in WA around future potential threats and 
risks (e.g. economic downturn or future pandemics) since COVID-19? 

Our response to this pandemic really has set the precedent for any future similar occurrence. Our learnings and the 
development in strategies from our COVID response has set that benchmark. 

Advocating at a national level through our AACB membership to secure support for the business tourism industry and 
operators and for a coordinated approach to identify national guidelines for hosting COVID-safe business events. 

BE Perth has provided a level of membership fee rebates and significantly reduced membership rates to support our 
local industry at this time. 
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Closing: 

I’d like to extend a big thank you to all of our panellists for their time today and sharing 
their thoughts and plans on how we will operate events under the umbrella of “COVIDSafe” 
as well as valuable insight for the return of business events in the near future.  

Also thank you to our local WA sponsors – PCEC for the venue and catering the reception to follow. AVPartners for the 
technical set up, Perth Expo for furniture and hand sanitiser stations and Courtney from O’Neill photographics.  

Most of all, I want to express a heartfelt thank you to BE Perth and in particular Gareth for his support and 
investment in this showcase. He well and truly embraced this initiative from its conception and the Perth team and 
wider Arinex team nationally are truly grateful for his respected input. 

I would like to invite our audience to stay online for our virtual networking session coming up next – you will receive a 
pop-up notification to join. Thanks again!   

 

Thank you to our Panellists:  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.businesseventsperth.com/
https://www.perthexpohire.com.au/
https://www.panpacific.com/en/hotels-and-resorts/pp-perth.html
https://www.crownperth.com.au/
https://www.pcec.com.au/
https://www.avpartners.com/


Business Events Perth connects you with Western Australian experiences and experts, so that your business event is truly memorable and your delegates leave 
with a story worth sharing. 
 
Western Australia presents an abundance of memorable experiences across its vast and diverse regions. The diversity of this great state – from the majestic 
tropical north, to the beauty of the temperate south, from the pristine coastline to the untamed desert, Western Australia is a country within a country.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF PERTH
Perth is a vibrant and cosmopolitan city. In the past five years it has been transformed following an unprecedented $10 billion 
investment, making it the perfect destination for your next business event. 

WHAT’S NEW?

THE RITZ-CARLTON PERTH NEW MUSEUM FOR WA

MATAGARUP BRIDGE CLIMB & ZIP LINE THE RAFT PERTH

ELEVATE ART GALLERY WA ROOFTOP
The Ritz-Carlton, Perth is set within a stunning building on 
Perth’s waterfront precinct, Elizabeth Quay.

• 5 star luxury
• Only Ritz-Carlton open in Australia
• More than 1,997 sq. m. /of meeting and event space
• The 205 elegantly appointed guest rooms

Opening 21 November 2020 the New Museum for WA will be a 
world class museum in the heart of Perth CBD. 

• Hacket Hall to have capacity of approx. 300 banquet
• “One of the most significant museum redevelopment’s in 

the world today”
• 8 galleries and a 1000sqm temporary exhibition space
• Museum consists of 5 heritage buildings integrated into 

one seamless design 

Elevate will create the largest, commercially-available rooftop 
venue in Perth, accommodating up to 500 people. 

• Opening January 2021
• Featuring an open-air sculpture walk featuring works from 

the State Art Collection, a new internal gallery space for 
exhibitions and events, and two outdoor multi-purpose 
spaces with brilliant city, hill and museum views. 

• 500pax capacity, the largest rooftop venue in Perth

Matagarup Bridge connects Optus Stadium and the Burswood 
Peninsula to East Perth and the Perth CBD.  

• Zip line total ride is 400m
• The bridge climb will include a 314-step trek up the 

bridge’s main arch, ascending about 70 metres to the ‘sky 
view’ platform. People will have the option of combining 
both the climb and zip-line experiences.

Perth’s iconic open-air floating event space. The 250 patron 
capacity venue has complete water and Perth City views with 
private access via The Raft’s tender vessel. 

• 250 cocktail 
• Perth’s first permanent floating event space 

OPTUS STADIUM ROOFTOP CLIMB
Tour of ‘the most beautiful stadium in the world’ 

• The Optus Stadium rooftop climb will start with a 220-
step climb to the top of the venue and a 360-degree 
circumnavigation of the internal perimeter roof.

• The tour finishes at the western edge of the roof, where 
visitors will be able to enjoy amazing views of the Swan 
River and Perth skyline from a new gantry.

© The Ritz-Carlton Perth © WA Museum

© City of Perth

© AGWA

© Main Roads © The Raft Perth © Optus Stadium

Major tourism infrastructure developments include:

$1 BILLION 
REDEVELOPMENT OF 

PERTH AIRPORT

31 NEW HOTELS 
ADDING MORE THAN 
5,000 HOTEL ROOMS

60-000 SEAT 
AWARD-WINNING 
OPTUS STADIUM

NEW RIVERFRONT 
PRECINCT - 

ELIZABETH QUAY

NEW 
ENTERTAINMENT 

HUB - YAGAN 
SQUARE 

NEW AIRPORT RAIL 
LINK TO PERTH’S 

CBD (UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION)

RE-IMAGINE YOUR NEXT BUSINESS EVENT ON THE WEST COAST OF AUSTRALIA


